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1.0 Introduction 

Risk assessment is a critical aspect of Human Factors and Ergonomics (HFE) and safety science 

research.  Unlike accident analysis which takes a reactive approach, examining events after they have 

happened, risk assessment aims to proactively identify hazardous system states that could conceivably 

contribute to an adverse incident (Dallat et al., 2017).  Most risk assessment activities have 

traditionally provided a component-level view and centred around individual behaviours in an attempt 

to identify potential errors resulting from poor decisions, lapses in judgement and flawed beliefs 

(Dallat et al., 2017; Dekker, 2016; Salmon et al., 2011; Stanton et al., 2019a).  This approach, 



however, is widely accepted to be reductive and largely unhelpful when it comes to enhancing safety 

and optimising overall system performance (Dekker, 2016; Leveson et al., 2009).  Whilst efforts to 

supplant the component-level, human error view can be traced back to cognitive systems engineering 

in the 1980s (Rasmussen, 1986; Rasmussen et al., 1994; Stanton et al., 2019a; Waterson et al., 2017), 

and later sociotechnical systems theory in the 1990s (Rasmussen, 1997; Rasmussen and Suedung, 

2000; Svedung and Rasmussen, 2002), it is only until recently that the ‘systems thinking’ paradigm in 

the science of risk assessment has started to gain attention and application (Dallat et al., 2017; Dallat 

et al., 2018; Hollnagel, 2012; Hulme et al., 2021; Leveson, 2011; Stanton and Harvey, 2017). 

Applying the systems thinking paradigm to risk assessment follows the same conceptual approach to 

that used in accident analysis and investigation.  Like accidents, risks within safety-critical systems 

are created due to the complex interactions among a network of human and non-human factors (Dallat 

et al., 2017; Perrow, 1984; Rasmussen, 1997).  These factors reside and interact across all levels of a 

system, including the political and organisational levels at the ‘blunt end’, down to and including the 

environment and equipment at the ‘sharp-end’ (Dallat et al., 2017; Salmon et al., 2020a; Stanton et al., 

2019a; Underwood and Waterson, 2013).  Whilst it is encouraging to observe the continued 

development of systems-based risk assessment methods (Dallat et al., 2018; Hulme et al., 2021; 

Leveson, 2011; Stanton and Harvey, 2017), the need to test new methods remains a critical if often 

neglected requirement (Goncalves Filho et al., 2019; Stanton and Young, 1999).  Without such 

testing, there are concerns that such approaches may not deliver results that meaningfully change 

organisational practices for the better.  Indeed, just as the systems philosophy should continue to 

support proactive safety management, so too is there an ongoing need to question whether the risk 

assessment methods that draw upon it have the capacity to reliably identify ‘real’ credible risks within 

complex sociotechnical systems. 

Reliability and validity testing evaluates the degree to which safety management methods have the 

capacity to reliably and accurately identify risks and model accident aetiology within complex 

systems.  There has been a steady albeit wavering interest around the reliability and validity testing of 

HFE and safety science methods over the last two decades (Annett, 2002; Cornelissen et al., 2014; 



Goncalves Filho et al., 2019; Goode et al., 2017; Kanis, 2014; Stanton, 2016; Stanton and Baber, 

2005; Stanton and Stevenage, 1998; Stanton et al., 2014; Stanton and Young, 1999; Thoroman et al., 

2020).  Studies have focused on various methods and purposes, including human error identification 

(e.g., Stanton et al., 2009), systems analysis (e.g., Cornelissen et al., 2014; Thoroman et al., 2020), 

accident analysis (e.g., Goncalves Filho et al., 2019; Goode et al., 2017), and safety culture 

assessment (e.g., Cooper et al., 2019).  Despite the persistent interest and various types of 

measurement options available, there has been little to no formal reliability and validity testing 

undertaken of systems-based risk assessment methods.  Addressing this need represents a legitimate 

opportunity in which to progress knowledge in the field of HFE and safety science. 

There are currently three dedicated systems-based risk assessment methods that are domain 

independent and publicly available: (i) the System-Theoretic Process Analysis (STPA) method 

(Leveson, 2011); (ii) the Event Analysis of Systemic Teamwork Broken Links (EAST-BL) method 

(Stanton and Harvey, 2017); and, the Networked Hazard Analysis and Risk Management System 

(Net-HARMS) (Dallat et al., 2018) method.  Unlike STPA which has been used in various safety-

critical domains (e.g., Allison et al., 2017; Leveson, 2011; Mahajan et al., 2017; Revell et al., 2019; 

Rising and Leveson, 2018; Rokseth et al., 2018; Schmid and Stanton, 2018), EAST-BL and Net-

HARMS are relatively new approaches that require further formal and independent testing beyond the 

limited applications reported to date (Dallat et al., 2018; Hulme et al., 2021; Lane et al., 2019; Stanton 

and Harvey, 2017).  This initial phase of testing involves not only applying and comparing EAST-BL 

and Net-HARMS to report on the frequency and types of risks identified, as one study has recently 

done (Hulme et al., 2021), but it also involves an assessment of the methods’ reliability and validity, a 

goal that is yet to be accomplished.  Accordingly, the growing interest around the development of 

systems-based risk assessment methods combined with a recognised need to examine reliability and 

validity measures in HFE and safety science (Goncalves Filho et al., 2019; Kanis, 2014; Stanton, 

2016), forms the rationale behind the current research. 

The purpose of this study is to test the reliability and validity of STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS 

in order to establish an evidence-base for their continued use into the future.  The work undertaken 



should encourage the HFE and safety science research community to perform reliability and validity 

testing as a matter of routine, to otherwise demonstrate the test-retest stability and accuracy of risk 

predictions in safety-critical settings.  Before describing the methods and procedures used, a 

background and overview of STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS is provided. 

2.0 Methods 

2.1 Risk assessment methods overview 

The three risk assessment methods each draw on different data collection procedures, models and 

analyses to facilitate their application.  Further detailed information and practical guidance around 

how to use STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS can be found in a recent methods comparison analysis 

(Hulme et al., 2021). 

2.1.1 The STPA method 

An overview of STPA requires a brief introduction to the Systems-Theoretic Accident Model and 

Processes (STAMP) approach (Leveson, 2004).  This is because the use of STPA first requires the 

development of a STAMP control structure model of the work, activity or organisational system (e.g., 

Allison et al., 2017; Canham et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2016; Ouyang et al., 2010; Salmon et al., 2016).  

Control structure models conceptualise a broad range of control and feedback mechanisms linking 

various agents and factors within the boundary of the system described (Leveson, 2004; Leveson et 

al., 2009).  These control and feedback mechanisms represents channels of information flow and 

exchange and are responsible for overall system performance and safety.  STAMP explains that 

adverse incidents occur when external disturbances, component failures and/or dysfunctional 

interactions among human and non-human system entities are not adequately managed by the 

system’s control structure.  STAMP supports a classification system of control flaws (i.e., Causal 

Analysis based on Systems Theory (CAST)) for accident analysis, as well as a system of hazard 

identification (i.e., STPA) to support risk assessment activities (Leveson, 2011). 

The primary reason for developing the STPA (Leveson, 2011) method was to cater to the systemic 

focus offered by STAMP, including a range of new control and feedback types that were not handled 



by older techniques (e.g., Fault Tree Analyses (FTA), Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP)).  

STPA can be used at any stage of a system’s lifecycle and involves identifying the potential for 

inadequate control of the system that could lead to a hazardous state.  Hazardous states result from the 

inadequate control or the enforcement of safety constraints, which can occur because: 

i. A control or feedback action required for safety is not provided or followed; 

ii. An unsafe control or feedback action is provided; 

iii. A potentially safe control or feedback action is provided too early or too late, that is, 

the time or in the wrong sequence; and, 

iv. A control or feedback action required for safety is stopped too soon or applied too 

long. 

Although not included above, the described risks following the identification of absent or unsafe 

control and feedback actions is used to inform a second STPA step; namely, identifying the causes of 

the unsafe actions.  The use of STPA helps analysts to gather information about how existing system 

constraints could fail to ensure their appropriate and ongoing enforcement. 

2.1.2 The EAST-BL method 

EAST-BL is an extension of the EAST framework which draws on the theory of distributed cognition 

to support the evaluation of performance in complex systems (Stanton et al., 2008; Stanton et al., 

2019b).  EAST uses Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) and/or the raw data obtained from field-based 

observations to directly develop three networks: (i) a task network; (ii) a social network; and, (iii) an 

information network (Banks and Stanton, 2019; Hulme et al., 2021; Lane et al., 2019; Stanton, 2014; 

Stanton et al., 2019b).  Task networks provide a summary of the interdependence of activities 

performed within a system (i.e., the relationships between tasks).  Social networks analyse the 

structure of the system and the communications taking place between agents (i.e., who/what interacts 

and communicates with whom/what).  Information networks describe how information and 

knowledge is distributed across different tasks and system agents (i.e., what information is transmitted 



at points in time) (Stanton et al., 2019b).  A composite figure has been used previously to combine the 

task, social and information networks into one (Stanton, 2014; Stanton and Harvey, 2017). 

With a goal to enhance overall system safety, Stanton & Harvey (2017) extended the EAST method to 

consider the potential risks that emerge when information is not passed between tasks and agents.  

Underpinning EAST-BL is the notion that accidents and adverse incidents are caused due to a 

fundamental failure in the communication of information within systems (Stanton and Harvey, 2017).  

Identifying hazardous system states and forecasting risk to enhance performance and safety is 

therefore a matter of understanding how information is communicated between different tasks and 

agents, including the likely adverse effects that result from ‘breaking’ links within the EAST 

networks.  Within the task network these broken links represent information that is not passed 

between tasks, whereas within the social network, the broken links represent information that is not 

passed between agents.  Thus, to conduct an EAST-BL analysis, the relationships between the linked 

tasks and agents in the task and social networks are examined to the identify potential risks should the 

requisite information fail to be transacted.  Analysts identify credible risks for each broken link in the 

task-information and social-information networks.  EAST-BL offers a systematic risk assessment 

approach to the identification of communication and information failures within complex systems. 

2.1.3 The Net-HARMS method 

Net-HARMS (Dallat et al., 2018) was developed based on the findings from a review of existing risk 

assessment approaches (Dallat et al., 2017).  The review by Dallat et al. (2017) found that a majority 

of current methods are not aligned with contemporary models of accident causation and do not 

support the identification of risks across work systems.  Net-HARMS provides two key advances over 

existing risk assessment methods.  First, it enables analysts to identify risks across the overall system, 

as opposed to ‘sharp end’ risks only.  Second, Net-HARMS enables analysts to identify emergent 

risks that arise when different risks combine and interact with one another. 

Net-HARMS is structured around and incorporates HTA (Annett et al., 1971; Kirwan and Ainsworth, 

1992; Shepherd, 1998; Stanton, 2006), task networks and the Systematic Human Error Reduction and 



Prediction Approach (SHERPA) (Embrey, 1986).  When developing Net-HARMS, both HTA and 

SHERPA were extended and modified to describe the goals, tasks, operations and plans required 

across entire work systems, as well as to support the identification of system-wide risks and emergent 

risks.  In addition, ‘error modes’ in the SHERPA taxonomy was aptly renamed to ‘risk modes’ for 

Net-HARMS whilst being further refined to reflect the needs of a systems analysis.  The Net-HARMS 

risk modes taxonomy contains three categories and 10 risk modes: 

1. Task 

i. T1: Task mistimed 

ii. T2: Task omitted 

iii. T3: Task completed inadequately 

iv. T4: Inadequate task object 

v. T5: Inappropriate task 

2. Communication 

i. C1: Information not communicated 

ii. C2: Wrong information communicated 

iii. C3: Inadequate information communicated 

iv. C4: Communication mistimed 

3. Environmental 

i. E1: Adverse environmental conditions 

Applying Net-HARMS involves first developing an HTA describing the overall system under 

analysis.  The HTA is then converted into a task network which shows the core tasks and the 

relationships between tasks.  Task risks are identified by applying the Net-HARMS risk mode 

taxonomy (as above) to each task node within the task network.  Following the task risk phase, the 

risk mode taxonomy is applied once more to identify emergent risks that arise when task risks interact 

with one another (Hulme et al., 2021). 

2.2 Study design 



A test-retest study design was used to evaluate the performance of STPA, EAST-BL and Net-

HARMS in terms of each method’s capacity to reliably and accurately identify potential risks 

impacting a real case study, in this instance, the design and safe operation of a metropolitan rail level 

crossing system.  Participants received training in one of the three methods and were asked to use it to 

perform a risk assessment for the rail level crossing system on two occasions (Time one (T1) and 

Time two (T2)).  The stability of the risks identified, and thus the reliability of the methods, was 

determined following a series of repeated measure analyses that compared a given participant’s 

analyses between T1 and T2 (i.e., an intra-rater or within-subject reliability analysis).  Accuracy of the 

identified risks, and thus the validity of the methods, was determined by comparing participants’ 

analyses against an expert analysis, both at T1 and T2 (i.e., a criterion-referenced concurrent validity 

assessment).  Reliability and validity measures are highest when the identified risks at T1 and 

T2/expert analysis are considered the same.  Inter-rater reliability, or a between-subject reliability 

analysis, was not assessed in this study and is a focus of future work. 

The study was undertaken in two separate locations: Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, and on the 

campus of the University of the Sunshine Coast (USC), Queensland, Australia.  Two members of the 

research team (AH, PS) conducted a total of 12, one-day workshops over the course of August and 

September 2019 at the above locations.  There were six workshops at T1, three held in Melbourne and 

three at USC during August 2019.  The same workshop format was repeated one month later at T2 

during September 2019.  This time gap is typical for studies of test-retest reliability and validity 

(Stanton and Young, 2003; Stanton and Young, 1999).  Ethical approval was granted by the USC’s 

Human Ethics Research Committee (A191245). 

2.3 Participant identification and recruitment 

To be eligible to take part in the study, participants were required to work in HFE and/or in a safety-

related occupation.  Both researchers and industry professionals were invited to take part.  Participants 

were identified through the research team’s existing networks and via advertisements on social media 

specifying the eligibility requirements.  E-mails were sent to national organisations who employ HFE 



professionals with a role specialising in risk management and organisational health and safety.  In the 

case of no response, follow-up e-mails were sent two weeks later. 

During the months of June and July 2019, potential participants were e-mailed a link containing an 

online pre-screening questionnaire to solicit information about their physical availability to attend the 

workshops.  There was no online component to the study.  There was a choice of three possible 

workshop dates at T1 and T2, and participants were encouraged to select as many dates as possible to 

increase the likelihood that two dates at T1 and T2 would match.  No indication was provided as to 

which risk assessment method (i.e., STPA, EAST-BL, Net-HARMS) corresponded to which 

workshop until the group allocation process was finalised. 

Out of a total of 72 participants who were initially contacted, 48 (66.7%) returned the initial 

questionnaire, of which five (6.9%) indicated that they could attend all three days at T1 and T2.  

Forty-three (89.6%) could only attend one or two of the three days at T1 and/or T2.  As a result, 

numbers were balanced to produce three equal groups.  Once numbers and groups had been finalised, 

e-mails were sent to potential participants informing them of which risk assessment method they 

would be using, including instructions and the necessary materials to assist with activities on the day 

of the workshop.  Of the 48 participants who returned the initial questionnaire, 35 (72.9%) attended 

the T1 workshops.  In the four-week period between T1 and T2, five (14.3%) participants withdrew 

from the study. 

2.4 Participant demographics 

The demographics of the 30 participants who completed both phases of the study are presented in 

Table 1. 

 

[insert Table 1 about here] 

 



The primary occupation, qualification, work sector, context and length of time employed for the 

STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS groups are presented in Table 2-4, respectively. 

 

 [insert Table 2 about here] 

 

[insert Table 3 about here] 

 

[insert Table 4 about here] 

 

2.5 Materials and workshop design 

Electronic spreadsheets, analysis templates and guidance documents to support the application of 

STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS were made available to participants on the morning of the 

workshops (Electronic Supplementary Materials 1-4).  All analyses were performed using a personal 

computer with spreadsheet processing software.  At the start of the workshop, participants received a 

one-hour presentation on the philosophy of systems thinking applied to safety, accident analysis and 

risk assessment.  Depending on group allocation, a general introduction to STPA, EAST-BL or Net-

HARMS was provided to assist with an initial practice analysis, as well as with the reliability and 

validity analysis in which data were collected.  The one-hour practice analysis involved participants 

applying the designated method to a hypothetical system scenario, serving as an opportunity to ask 

questions and seek further clarification if required.  The reliability and validity analysis was 

performed under exam conditions over a two-hour period.  Participants were not allowed to work 

together, and questions were limited to the method only.  The above process was near identical at both 

T1 and T2 for the STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS workshops, the only difference being the 

omission of the introductory presentation on systems thinking at T2. 



All three groups were provided with materials from a rail level crossing study that included the 

models and networks required to undertake the analyses (Salmon et al., 2018).  Specifically, eight out 

of a total 15 tasks from the ‘rail level crossing system lifecycle task network’ were chosen: (i) operate 

rail level crossing; (ii) performance monitoring; (iii) risk management; (iv) manage infrastructure; (v) 

continuous improvement of standards; (vi) check compliance with standards; (vii) close rail level 

crossing; and, (viii) grade separate (Salmon et al., 2018).  These eight tasks were varied enough 

regarding their role in the design and operation of the rail level crossing system as a basis to identify 

credible system risks.  The rail level crossing study (Salmon et al., 2018) also included a novel 

‘control network’ based on a STAMP control structure of rail safety to support the application of 

STPA.  A broad view of controls was adopted to incorporate both engineering, managerial and social 

controls.  Further information can be found in the study itself (Salmon et al., 2018). 

2.5.1 STPA workshop and procedure 

Participants were provided with an electronic spreadsheet containing the system tasks from the rail 

level crossing task network, as well as the STAMP controls that were applicable to each of those tasks 

from the control network (Salmon et al., 2018).  For example, controls for the task ‘operate rail level 

crossing’, included road rules, signage and education.  Similarly, controls for the task ‘performance 

monitoring’, included policy/strategy, audits and inspections, and finances/funding.  There were 70 

controls across the four tasks selected for the analysis (21, nine, 20, and 20, respectively).  The four 

STPA hazardous types of behaviour (section 2.1.1) were outlined alongside a description of the tasks 

and controls.  Participants were instructed to systematically apply the four STPA risk modes to each 

rail level crossing task and associated control to identify credible risks within the two-hour timeframe.  

Notation ‘n/a’ (not applicable) was used when a control mode was considered irrelevant by a given 

participant, whereas a blank cell or a question mark indicated uncertainty about whether or not a 

credible risk exists.  Electronic Supplementary Material 1 includes the STPA analysis template. 

2.5.2 EAST-BL workshop and procedure 



Participants were provided with the task, social and information rail level crossing networks (Salmon 

et al., 2018), and were instructed to focus on the main system tasks indicated.  An electronic 

spreadsheet containing two tabs corresponding to the task-information and social-information EAST-

BL analysis phases was provided (section 2.1.2).  The first tab contained a description of the linked 

tasks from the rail level crossing task network (Salmon et al., 2018), including the information 

element applicable to those tasks.  An adjacent outcome column was left blank, and participants were 

required to use this column and identify a credible risk should an information element fail to be 

communicated between the tasks described.  The second spreadsheet tab contained a description of 

the linked agents from the rail level crossing social network (Salmon et al., 2018), and a separate 

document containing the applicable information elements was provided.  Based on the agent-to-agent 

description, participants self-selected relevant elements of information to support the identification of 

risks for the social-information phase.  One hour was spent on the task-information and social-

information phase, respectively.  Electronic Supplementary Material 2 contains the EAST networks 

and the EAST-BL analysis template. 

2.5.3 Net-HARMS workshop and procedure 

Participants were provided with a description of the Net-HARMS risk modes taxonomy (section 

2.1.3), a flow diagram that outlined the analytical steps required to complete the analysis, and an 

electronic spreadsheet containing two tabs corresponding to the task risk and emergent risk phases.  

The first tab, or the task risk phase of the analysis, included the system tasks, risk modes and task risk 

descriptions and consequences.  Using the Net-HARMS risk modes taxonomy, participants were 

required to select the appropriate risk mode(s) and identify credible risks for each of the tasks 

described.  The second spreadsheet tab, or the emergent risk phase, was pre-filled such that a related 

task from the rail level crossing task network (Salmon et al., 2018) was specified.  Participants were 

required to, once again, apply the risk modes taxonomy and identify credible emergent risks 

according to the initial task risks that were identified in the former phase.  One hour was spent on the 

task risk and emergent risk phase, respectively.  Electronic Supplementary Material 3 contains the 

Net-HARMS taxonomy, the flow diagram and the analysis template. 



2.6 Expert analysis 

One author (PS) with 21 years’ experience of applied HFE and safety science research in areas such 

as road and rail safety, aviation, defence, healthcare, workplace safety and cybersecurity completed 

the full analyses using SPTA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS.  Expert analyses were subsequently 

inspected by two authors (AH, NS) who made suggestions to refine risk descriptions where necessary 

following open review and consensus.  Electronic Supplementary Material 4 includes the expert 

analyses for STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS. 

2.7 Signal Detection Theory 

The Signal Detection Theory (SDT) paradigm (Green and Swets, 1966) was used to evaluate 

reliability and validity of each method against the expert analyses.  SDT uses a confusion matrix 

which is a suitable approach when dealing with binary classification data (Figure 1).  The two 

dimensions in Figure 1 contain the predicted and observed data for two identical sets of classes. 

 

[insert Figure 1 about here] 

 

To support the SDT paradigm, the risk descriptions were transposed into a suitable side-by-side 

format to facilitate a comparison between T1 and T2, and the expert analysis, using spreadsheet 

software.  The SDT paradigm followed the approach of ‘Does T1 predict T2/expert analysis’?  Thus, 

if the risks were deemed to be comparable at T1 and T2/expert analysis, a hit was recorded using the 

SDT paradigm.  If the risks were different, both a false alarm and miss were recorded.  Correct 

rejections were computed by subtracting each participant’s false alarm frequency from a pooled false 

alarm value.  The pooled false alarm value was obtained by collating all false alarms across 

participants for a given method and ascertaining which of them were unique to avoid overinflating the 

correct rejections.  Based on the SDT confusion matrix, the hit rate (HR), otherwise expressed as the 

sensitivity of a given risk assessment method to identify the correct risk (Equation 1), and the false 

alarm rate (FAR) (Equation 2), were computed: 



Eq. 1 

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 =
𝐻𝐻

𝐻𝐻 + 𝑀𝑀
 

Eq. 2 

𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟 𝑟𝑟𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟 =
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
 

Whilst HR and FAR are useful at conveying the accuracy of a single prediction, such rates are 

nevertheless limited insofar as they only account for two of four categories in the confusion matrix 

(Chicco and Jurman, 2020).  As a means of considering all four values in the matrix simultaneously, 

Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) (Matthews 1975) was used to analyse the complete SDT 

data (Equation 3). 

Eq. 3 

𝑀𝑀𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 =
𝐻𝐻 𝑥𝑥 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑥𝑥 𝑀𝑀

�(𝐻𝐻 +  𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹)(𝐻𝐻 +  𝑀𝑀)(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹)(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 + 𝑀𝑀) 
 

The MCC measures the strength of a correlation between the predicted positive and negative values – 

in this case T1/T2 risks – with the observed or ‘true’ positive and negative values – in this case T2 

risks (i.e., reliability) or expert risks (i.e., validity).  For this reason, the MCC is a reliable statistical 

approach that produces a relatively high score but only if the prediction obtains respectable scores in 

all four matrix categories (Chicco and Jurman, 2020).  Like other correlation coefficients, including 

Pearson, intraclass or rank, MCC is normalised and operates on a scale from -1.0 to +1.0, where: 

• +1.0/-1.0 is a perfect positive/ideal negative correlation; 

• +0.8/-0.8 is a strong positive/negative correlation; 

• +0.5/-0.5 is a moderate positive/negative correlation; 

• +0.2/-0.2 is a weak positive/negative correlation; and, 

• 0.0 means no relationship between a set of variables or responses. 



The intra-rater reliability and criterion-referenced concurrent validity of STPA, EAST-BL and Net-

HARMS is therefore higher as the MCC score approaches positive 1.0. 

2.8 Risk comparison analyses and procedure 

One author (AH) closely inspected each risk reported at T1 and T2, and against the expert analysis, to 

perform a risk comparison for STPA and EAST-BL.  Another author (PS) repeated the process for 

Net-HARMS.  The process for comparing risks and the ruleset applied was discussed and agreed upon 

by all members of the research team.  For example, a comparison of the risk descriptions at T1 and T2 

was based only on the identification of the reported risk and not on the consequence or outcome of 

that risk should the latter be reported.  Further, a conservative approach was adopted when comparing 

risks in that there had to be an identifiable theme linking both descriptions at T1 and T2/expert 

analysis.  For instance, the T1 risk ‘CCTV cameras not operational’ was equivalent to the T2 risk ‘rail 

side monitoring systems disabled.  A qualitative inter-rater reliability assessment of the intra-rater 

reliability coding was performed, and disagreements were resolved in a meeting with three authors 

(AH, NS, PS).  A risk comparison was performed up to the furthest point that a participant reached at 

either T1 or T2 for reliability, or how far a participant reached at both T1 and T2 against the expert 

analysis for validity. 

2.9 Study hypotheses 

As this is the first study to test the reliability and validity of systems-based risk assessment methods 

using the SDT paradigm, the relative performance of STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS was not 

known a priori.  The null hypotheses (H0) was therefore stated such that there would be no difference 

in HR, FAR or MCC between STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS.  The alternate hypothesis (H1) was 

that a difference would be found in HR, FAR and MCC between the three methods. 

2.10 Data presentation and analysis 

The results of the comparative analyses, including HR, FAR and MCC, were graphed using box plots 

to visualise the spread of data.  In the case of EAST-BL and Net-HARMS, analyses on the SDT data 

were performed for the individual task-information and social-information phases, and the task risk 



and emergent risk phases, respectively.  For the full risk assessment methods comparison analyses, 

including both SDT metrics and MCC, the individual EAST-BL and Net-HARMS phases were 

combined.  A total of 21 comparative analyses were made using the statistical approaches outlined 

below. 

Paired sample t-tests were used to determine differences in HR and FAR between the task-

information and social-information phases of EAST-BL, and the task risk and emergent risk phases of 

Net-HARMS.  One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were performed to determine 

differences in HR, FAR and MCC as a function of the risk assessment method.  SDT metrics and 

MCC represented the continuous dependent variable, and the risk assessment method as the 

categorical independent variable across three levels.  Skewness and kurtosis z-values, the Shapiro-

Wilk test, and histograms and Quantile-Quantile plots were investigated prior to all analyses to check 

that data were approximately normally distributed.  The significance of Levene’s statistic to test for 

homogeneity of variances was evaluated during each ANOVA run.  In cases of unequal data 

distribution following the above assumption checks, non-parametric tests included the Wilcoxon 

signed-rank test and the Kruskal-Wallis test.  The mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) were 

presented for normally distributed data, whereas the median (Mdn) and interquartile range (IQR) were 

reported for non-normally distributed data.  All significance levels were set at p = <.05. 

Alongside the presentation of raw mean and median differences, Hedge’s g effect sizes (g) (Hedges 

and Olkin, 1985) which correct for bias in unequal and/or small samples, were calculated to indicate 

the magnitude of the standardised mean difference in HR, FAR and MCC between each risk 

assessment method for normally distributed data.  Thus, whilst probability testing can indicate 

whether an observed difference is real or due to chance, the effect size indicates the magnitude of that 

difference and whether it is practically meaningful.  The error around the effect size was applied with 

a 95% confidence interval (CI).  Effect size categories are defined as small (0–.2), moderate (.2–.8) 

and large (≥.8) (Cohen, 1988).  For distribution-free data, effect sizes represented the raw median 

difference so as not to violate assumptions of normality.  Analyses were undertaken using the IBM 

SPSS statistics package for Windows (version 26, 2019). 



3.0 Results 

3.1 Participant expertise ratings 

The self-reported level of expertise among the 30 participants across five dimensions for STPA, 

EAST-BL and Net-HARMS is presented in Figure 2.  This information was obtained by questionnaire 

at T1, before methods training was delivered, and for only those participants who attended the 

workshop at both timepoints.  Panel D (Figure 2) presents the aggregated expertise ratings for the 

three methods groups.  Two thirds (n=20; 66.6%) of the overall sample reported no expertise with 

respect to a given method.  Nine (30.0%) participants considered themselves to have a low level of 

expertise, with a single individual from the Net-HARMS group reporting a medium level of expertise 

regarding the use of the method.  In terms of the expertise ratings for systems philosophy and general 

systems theory, a majority (n=25; 83.3%) of the sample reportedly had a medium or high level of 

expertise.  Twenty (66.6%) and six (20.0%) participants considered themselves to have a medium and 

high level of expertise for the general risk assessment dimension, respectively. 

 

[insert Figure 2 about here] 

 

3.2 Total risks identified between methods 

Table 5 presents the total risk frequencies across STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS at T1, T2, and 

T1 and T2 combined.  Compared to EAST-BL and Net-HARMS, the STPA participant group 

identified 51.4% and 71.3% more risks within the same two-hour time period, respectively. 

 

[insert Table 5 about here] 

 

3.3 Reliability analysis 



Figure 3 shows the HR and FAR results for the three risk assessment methods.  Each method 

produced a moderate HR based on the mean, median and observed data variability (STPA [min, max] 

= .17, .73; EAST-BL [min, max] = .10, .94; Net-HARMS [min, max] = .03, .76].  A one-way 

ANOVA found no significant difference (F(2, 27) = .049; p = .952; ηp
2 = .004) in HR between STPA 

(M [SD] = .47 [.17]), EAST-BL (M [SD] = .47 [.28]) and Net-HARMS (M [SD] = .44 [.26]).  Effect 

sizes quantified the standardised mean difference between the three methods (STPA vs. EAST-BL, g 

= .000; 95% CI: -.100 - .100; STPA vs. Net-HARMS, g = .132; 95% CI: .034 - .230; and, EAST-BL 

vs. Net-HARMS, g = .106; 95% CI: -.013 - .225).  A Kruskal-Wallis test found no significant 

difference (χ2(2) = 5.002; p = .082) in FAR between STPA (Mdn [IQR] = .14 [.10]), EAST-BL (Mdn 

[IQR] = .06 [.09]) and Net-HARMS (Mdn [IQR] = .14 [.08]).  Median differences were calculated 

(STPA vs. EAST-BL = .08; STPA vs. Net-HARMS = .00; and, EAST-BL vs. Net-HARMS = .08). 

 

[insert Figure 3 about here] 

 

Figure 4 shows the HR and FAR results for the individual phases of EAST-BL and Net-HARMS.  

The EAST-BL task-information and Net-HARMS task risk phases produced a moderate HR based on 

the mean, median and observed data variability (EAST-BL [min, max] = .05, 1.0; Net-HARMS [min, 

max] = .04, .90].  The social-information and emergent risk phases scored poorly in comparison.  A 

Wilcoxon signed rank test found a significant difference (Z = 2.313; p = .021) in HR between the 

task-information (Mdn [IQR] = .61 [.46]) and social-information (Mdn [IQR] = .26 [.19]) phase of 

EAST-BL.  The median difference was 0.35.  A significant difference (Z = 2.429; p = .015) was also 

found in HR between the task risk (Mdn [IQR] = .63 [.16]) and emergent risk (Mdn [IQR] = .21 [.54]) 

phase of Net-HARMS.  The median difference was .42.  A Wilcoxon signed rank test found no 

significant difference (Z = .268; p = .789) in FAR between the task-information (Mdn [IQR] = .06 

[.09]) and social-information (Mdn [IQR] = .07 [.12]) phase of EAST-BL.  The median difference 

was 0.01.  A paired sample t-test found no significant difference (t(8) = .298; p = .773) in FAR 



between the task risk (M [SD] = .11 [.07]) and emergent risk (M [SD] = .13 [.11]) phase of Net-

HARMS.  The effect size was moderate (g = .207; 95% CI: .164 - .249). 

 

[insert Figure 4 about here] 

 

Figure 5 shows the MCC results for the three risk assessment methods.  The overall intra-rater 

reliability of the three methods was variable, indicated by the weak to moderate positive correlation 

coefficients.  A one-way ANOVA found no significant difference (F(2, 27) = .240; p = .788; ηp
2 = 

.017) in MCC between STPA (M [SD] = .32 [.21]), EAST-BL (M [SD] = .40 [.36]) and Net-HARMS 

(M [SD] = .32 [.31]).  Effect sizes quantified the standardised mean difference in MCC between the 

three methods (STPA vs. EAST-BL, g = .257; 95% CI: .130 - .385; STPA vs. Net-HARMS, g = .000; 

95% CI: -.118 - .118; and, EAST-BL vs. Net-HARMS, g = .226; 95% CI: -.078 - .375). 

 

[insert Figure 5 about here] 

 

3.4 Validity analysis 

Figure 6 shows the HR and FAR results at T1 and T2 for the three risk assessment methods.  Based on 

the mean, median and observed data variability, each method produced a moderate HR at T1 (STPA 

[min, max] = .18, .78; EAST-BL [min, max] = .14, .65; Net-HARMS [min, max] = .09, .86) and T2 

(STPA [min, max] = .02 - .80; EAST-BL [min, max] = .09, .95; Net-HARMS [min, max] = .13, .88), 

albeit EAST-BL at T1 did not perform as well compared with T2.  A one-way ANOVA found no 

significant difference (F(2, 27) = 3.363; p = .050; ηp
2 = .199) in HR between STPA (M [SD] = .52 

[.23]), EAST-BL (M [SD] = .34 [.15]) and Net-HARMS (M [SD] = .57 [.26]) at T1.  Effect sizes 

quantified the standardised mean difference in HR between the three methods (STPA vs. EAST-BL, g 

= .900; 95% CI: .817 - .982; STPA vs. Net-HARMS, g = .195; 95% CI: .085 - .305; and, EAST-BL 



vs. Net-HARMS, g = 1.068; 95% CI: .978 – 1.158).  A Kruskal-Wallis test found no significant 

difference (χ2(2) = 1.722; p = .423) in HR between STPA (Mdn [IQR] = .60 [.29]), EAST-BL (Mdn 

[IQR] = .53 [.39]) and Net-HARMS (Mdn [IQR] = .70 [.10]) at T2.  Median differences were 

calculated (STPA vs. EAST-BL = .07; STPA vs. Net-HARMS = .10; and, EAST-BL vs. Net-HARMS 

=.17). 

A Kruskal-Wallis test found no significant difference (χ2(2) = 2.257; p = .324) in FAR between STPA 

(Mdn [IQR] = .18 [.19]), EAST-BL (Mdn = .09 [.09]) and Net-HARMS (Mdn = .17 [.12]) at T1.  A 

comparison of medians quantified the difference in FAR between the three methods (STPA vs. EAST-

BL = .09; STPA vs. Net-HARMS = .01; and, EAST-BL vs. Net-HARMS = .08).  There was no 

significant difference (χ2(2) = 2.451; p = .294) in FAR between STPA (Mdn [IQR] = .23 [.23]), 

EAST-BL (Mdn [IQR] = .11 [.11]) and Net-HARMS (Mdn [IQR] = .13 [.05]) at T2.  Median 

differences were calculated (STPA vs. EAST-BL = .12; STPA vs. Net-HARMS = .10; and, EAST-BL 

vs. Net-HARMS = .02). 

 

[insert Figure 6 about here] 

 

Figure 7 shows the HR and FAR results at T1 and T2 for the individual phases of EAST-BL.  Based 

on the mean, median and observed data variability, the EAST-BL task-information phase at T1 (min, 

max = .22, 1.0) and T2 (min, max = .10, 1.0) produced a moderate to high HR, however the social-

information phase at T1 and T2 scored poorly in comparison.  A paired sample t-test found a 

significant difference (t(10) = 5.715; p = <.001) in HR between the task-information (M [SD] = .65 

[.30]) and social-information (M [SD] = .16 [.11]) phase at T1.  The effect size was large (g = 2.086; 

95% CI: 1.992 – 2.181).  A Wilcoxon signed-rank test found a significant difference (Z = 2.845; p = 

.004) in HR between the task-information (Mdn [IQR] = .92 [.48]) and social-information (Mdn 

[IQR] = .18 [27]) phase at T2.  The median difference was .74.  No significant difference (Z = .846; p 

= .398) was found in FAR between the task-information (Mdn [IQR] = .04 [.13]) and social-



information (Mdn [IQR] = .14 [.11]) phase at T1.  The median difference was .10.  There was also no 

significant difference (Z = .713; p = .476) in FAR between the task-information (Mdn [IQR] = .05 

[.11]) and social-information (Mdn [IQR] = .14 [.15]) phase at T2.  The median difference was .09. 

 

[insert Figure 7 about here] 

 

Figure 8 shows the HR and FAR results T1 and T2 for the individual phases of Net-HARMS.  Based 

on the mean, median and observed data variability, the Net-HARMS task risk phase at T1 (min, max 

= .23, .86) and T2 (min, max = .20, .85) produced a moderate to high HR, however the emergent risk 

phase at T1 and T2 scored poorly in comparison.  A Wilcoxon signed-rank test found a significant 

difference (Z = 2.075; p = .038) in HR between the task risk (Mdn [IQR] = .71 [.11]) and emergent 

risk (Mdn [IQR] = .40 [.62]) phase at T1.  The median difference was .31.  There was no significant 

difference (Z = 1.007; p = .314) in HR between the task risk (Mdn [IQR] = .73[.07]) and emergent 

risk (Mdn [IQR] = .62 [.47]) phase at T2.  The median difference was .11.  A Wilcoxon signed-rank 

test found no significant difference (Z = .652; p = .514) in FAR between the task risk (Mdn [IQR] = 

.12 [.03]) and emergent risk (Mdn [IQR] = .20 [16]) phase at T1.  The median difference was .08.  

There was no significant difference (Z = 1.718; p = .086) in FAR between the task risk (Mdn [IQR] = 

.11 [.11]) and emergent risk (Mdn [IQR] = .13 [.12]) phase at T2.  The median difference was .02. 

 

[insert Figure 8 about here] 

 

Figure 9 shows the MCC results for the three risk assessment methods at T1 and T2.  The overall 

criterion-referenced concurrent validity of the three methods was variable, indicated by the weak to 

moderate positive correlation coefficients at T1 and T2.  A one-way ANOVA found no significant 

difference (F(2, 27) = .175; p = .840; ηp
2 = .013) in MCC between STPA (M [SD] = .28 [.38]), EAST-



BL (M [SD] = .22 [.31]) and Net-HARMS (M [SD] = .30 [.28]) at T1.  Effect sizes quantified the 

standardised mean difference in HR between the three methods (STPA vs. EAST-BL, g = .167; 95% 

CI: .019 - .315; STPA vs. Net-HARMS, g = .057; 95% CI: .095 - .208; and, EAST-BL vs. Net-

HARMS, g = .258; 95% CI: -.128 - .388).  A Kruskal-Wallis test found no significant difference 

(χ2(2) = .250; p = 882) in MCC between STPA (Mdn [IQR] = .38 [.51]), EAST-BL (Mdn [IQR] = .57 

[.48]) and Net-HARMS (Mdn [IQR] = .50 [.33]) at T2.  Median difference were calculated (STPA vs. 

EAST-BL = .19; STPA vs. Net-HARMS = .12; and, EAST-BL vs. Net-HARMS = .07). 

 

[insert Figure 9 about here] 

 

4.0 Discussion 

The purpose of this study was to test the reliability and validity of STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS 

in order to establish an evidence-base for their continued use into the future.  The results of the 

analyses indicate that, on average, the three methods produced a moderate HR, indicating a moderate 

level of sensitivity to correctly identify risks.  However, when FAR was factored into the equation, the 

three methods performed variably in terms of their overall reliability and validity as indicated by the 

weak to moderate positive correlation coefficients.  EAST-BL and Net-HARMS are relatively new 

approaches in the systems-based risk assessment methods toolkit.  As such, establishing the extent to 

which they produce stable and accurate results is necessary in which to not only support their ongoing 

application, but also to identify ways in which these approaches might be refined and/or improved 

from a methodological standpoint.  The following discussion examines the main findings in greater 

detail and ends with future methodological and research-based recommendations. 

4.1 Reliability of STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS 

The results of the reliability comparison analysis (Figure 3, panel A) indicate that the three methods 

produced a moderate HR and that there was no significant difference between them.  Whilst STPA 



was not associated with the highest HR, on average, the smaller IQR demonstrates that it produced the 

most stable results relative to EAST-BL and Net-HARMS.  This finding may be due to the fact that 

STPA involves a single phase of analysis only, with four relatively simple risk modes that are applied 

multiple times to each of the tasks and controls.  With EAST-BL, not only did participants perform 

two phases of analysis, but they were also required to select the most appropriate information 

elements to support the identification of risks in the social-information phase.  Likewise, there are 10 

risk modes to choose from when applying Net-HARMS, which in the case of the current study, 

potentially introduced variability between the risks identified at T1 and T2.  Moreover, identifying 

emergent risks in the second phase of Net-HARMS is based directly on the specific risk modes and 

risks identified in the first phase of the analysis.  The findings therefore suggest that a more complex 

analysis approach involving multiple steps and the selection of different items (e.g., from a 

classification scheme) is likely to create issues around reliability.  This finding aligns with that of 

other studies which have raised concerns over the use of large and complex classification schemes and 

taxonomies (Goode et al., 2017). 

The above findings suggest that there is a greater variability in intra-rater reliability when using 

EAST-BL and Net-HARMS.  This conclusion is further supported in the comparison analyses of the 

methods’ individual phases (Figure 4), as the EAST-BL task-information phase (panel A) and the 

Net-HARMS task risk phase (panel B) produced a HR that was not only significantly higher relative 

to the social-information and emergent risk phases, but was also higher than STPA in the overall 

comparison analysis.  For example, notwithstanding the two outliers in the Net-HARMS group for the 

task risk phase (Figure 4, panel B), the IQR around HR was small relative to the overall analysis 

results (.16 vs. .43).  Thus, the Net-HARMS task risk phase supported the most consistent risk 

identification results between time points across the three methods and phases.  Ultimately, the HR 

associated with the EAST-BL social-information phase, and the Net-HARMS emergent risk phase, 

significantly impacted the overall reliability of the methods when both phases were combined. 

The results of the FAR comparison analysis (Figure 3, panel B) indicate that EAST-BL outperformed 

both Net-HARMS and STPA, albeit the overlapping IQR and small median effect size points to a 



negligible difference.  In a similar way to the differences in HR between the individual phases of 

EAST-BL and Net-HARMS, the FAR was, on average, higher for the social-information phase 

(Figure 4, panel C) and the emergent risk phase (panel D) relative to the task-information and task 

risk phases.  Again, the need to select the same information elements at T2 and equally identify the 

same risk for a given information element in EAST-BL may explain why FAR was generally higher 

in the social-information phase.  This difference was greater in the Net-HARMS comparison analysis 

(Figure 4, panel D) whereby a moderate effect size was found between the task risk and emergent risk 

phase.  Indeed, the identified emergent risks are likely to be different in separate Net-HARMS 

analyses of the same system (and tasks) if the initial task risks are not comparable.  Another reason 

contributing to this finding is that analysts undertaking risk assessment activities require more training 

around the Net-HARMS emergent risk phase relative to the task risk phase.  For example, combining 

existing system risks to generate new and emergent risks arguably necessitates both a sound 

understanding of the method as well as a degree of expertise within the domain of application.  For 

this reason, there is less stability between the emergent risks identified between T1 and T2 due to a 

more conceptually challenging phase of analysis.  It is acknowledged that the training in all of the 

methods was relatively short, comprising only two hours.  Normally training in methods of this type 

would take at least one day initially, followed up by a review of materials produced and further 

opportunities to guide the analysts in their practice (Stanton and Young, 2003). 

In binary classification approaches to data interpretation and analysis, such as the confusion matrix 

used in the SDT paradigm, there are always two positive and two negative classes.  The use of MCC 

as a statistical approach in this study means that both the predictive positive and negative values (i.e., 

T1 risks, present or absent), and the observed or true positive and negative values (i.e., T2 risks, 

present or absent) in the confusion matrix can be analysed together.  The reliability of STPA, EAST-

BL and Net-HARMS is therefore ‘perfect’ when MCC is positive 1.0 (false alarms = misses = 0.0).  

Conversely, intra-analyst stability is imperfect when MCC is negative 1.0 (hits = correct rejections = 

0.0).  According to the MCC comparison analysis (Figure 5), the overall intra-rater reliability of the 

three methods was variable, indicated by the weak to moderate positive correlation coefficients 



between the predictive class, or T1 risks, and the observed class, or T2 risks.  There was also no 

statistically significant difference between the three methods when false alarms and misses were 

considered alongside hits and correct rejections.  On the basis of this finding, there is little to no 

meaningful difference in the performance of STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS in terms of the 

methods’ capacity to reliably identify credible system risks. 

4.2 Validity of STPA, EAST-BL, and Net-HARMS 

The results of the validity comparison analyses (Figure 6) indicate that the three methods produced a 

moderate HR and that there was no significant difference between them at T1 or T2.  The 

standardised mean difference in HR between STPA and EAST-BL, and EAST-BL and Net-HARMS 

was, however, large at T1 (panel A).  In terms of the difference between the latter two methods, an 

effect size of >1.0 indicated that the HR of the average person in the Net-HARMS group exceeded the 

scores of approximately 85% of the EAST-BL participant group at T1, or that 62% of the scoring 

distributions between the two groups overlapped.  These differences were far less apparent at T2.  

Explanations for the higher relative HR associated with EAST-BL at T2 (panel B) includes a learning 

effect in which participants may have been more familiar with the concept of ‘breaking’ information 

links between tasks and agents, as well as an improved understanding of which information elements 

to select to support the identification of appropriate risks in the second phase.  Further corroborating 

evidence for this finding is found in the HR comparison analyses between the individual EAST-BL 

phases at T1 relative to T2 (Figure 7, panel A and B).  Specifically, a significant difference was found 

between the task-information and social-information phase at T1, the effect size of which was 

considerably large (>2.0).  This means that at T1 in particular, the lower HR associated with the task-

information and social-information phase, as well as a smaller IQR which is indicative of a variation 

in the correct scores, hindered the performance of EAST-BL in the overall analysis. 

A similar pictured emerged with respect to the HR comparison analyses between the task risk and 

emergent risk phase of Net-HARMS at T1 and T2 (Figure 8).  Similar to the reliability HR 

comparison analysis of the methods’ individual phases, there was a significant difference in HR 

between the Net-HARMS task risk and emergent risk phase at T1.  The median difference between 



the task risk and emergent risk phase was .31.  Whilst the difference in HR between the task risk and 

emergent risk phase at T2 was not statistically significant, the IQR was considerably small around 

task risk identification scores relative to the emergent risk scores (.07 vs. .47).  Possible reasons for 

the differences in HR between the individual phases of Net-HARMS have already given previously in 

relation to the reliability findings and thus remain largely the same here.  That is, the task risk phase 

of Net-HARMS is conceptually far easier to understand and apply compared to the emergent risk 

phase.  Nevertheless, there were a select number of participants who, in the emergent risk phase, 

achieved rates of greater than .75 at T1 (n=3) and T2 (n=4).  Lastly, there was no significant 

difference in FAR between the Net-HARMS task risk and emergent risk phase at T1 or T2. 

With regard to the final set of MCC comparison analyses (Figure 9, panel A and B), the overall 

criterion-referenced validity of the three methods was variable, indicated by the weak to moderate 

positive correlation coefficients between the predictive class, or T1 and T2 risks, and the observed 

class, or the expert risk analyses.  There was also no statistically significant difference in MCC 

between the three methods at T1 or T2.  Other studies on the validity of HFE methods have shown 

considerable variability in validity, some very poor and some very good (Stanton and Young, 2003; 

Stanton and Young, 1999).  These studies show that the broader the scope and the wider the 

prediction, the more difficult it is to achieve consistently good validity data.  Typically, simpler 

predictions, on simpler systems, perform quite well (Stanton and Stevenage, 1998).  Also, more 

complex analyses perform better with expert analysts who understand the domain (Stanton and Baber, 

2008). 

In considering the results of this study as a whole, it can be concluded that there was no difference in 

the intra-rater reliability and criterion-referenced concurrent validity of STPA, EAST-BL and Net-

HARMS when used to identify risks within a metropolitan rail level crossing system.  The null 

hypothesis was therefore accepted, and the alternate rejected.  Of greater concern is the fact that state-

of-the-art systems-based risk assessment methods, at least according to the findings in this study, 

produced substandard and disappointing outcomes.  The fact that the participants were provided with 

all preparatory materials, including method guides, spreadsheets, networks and models adds to this 



concern as safety practitioners would have to develop these resources within the scope of their typical 

professional obligations.  Multiple reasons likely justify the results, including the high-level nature of 

the tasks and controls described; the need for further in-depth training and practice in the use of novel 

risk assessment approaches; difficulties around applying the methods from a conceptual and 

procedural perspective; the particular characteristics and features of the chosen safety-critical system; 

and, aspects of methodology and study design such as relatively small sample sizes, independent 

groups and statistical power.  A number of recommendations are proposed to enhance the 

performance of the three methods in future practical applications. 

4.3 Identified recommendations 

Four recommendations were identified following the application of the methods.  The first two 

recommendations relate to the training in, and application of, systems-based risk assessment methods 

whereas the latter two pertain to the conduct of reliability and validity studies more broadly. 

The first recommendation is the requirement for further training in the use of systems-based risk 

assessment methods in HFE and safety science.  In particular, a greater proportion of training should 

be delivered around the second phase of Net-HARMS, or the emergent risk phase, as clearly there is 

much work to be done in training new users in how to effectively identify emergent risks based on the 

interaction among the identified task risks.  The reliability and validity results were significantly 

worse for the emergent risk phase of Net-HARMS, though it is this component of the analysis that 

yields the most interesting and arguably useful results (Dallat et al., 2018).  Previous research 

applying Net-HARMS has explained that whilst a well-designed risk assessment method should, to an 

extent, drive the analysis and support HFE and safety practitioners with the identification of 

appropriate risks, it can equally be helpful for analysts to have a basic albeit sufficient understanding 

of the system in question (Hulme et al., 2021).  Stanton and Young (2003) point out that analyses 

using HFE and safety science methods need expertise in both the method and the domain, and this can 

mean either acquiring the necessary expertise oneself or working with a subject matter expert when 

undertaking the analysis.  For this reason, and whilst more training is encouraged, some degree of 

expertise and knowledge of how a system functions and operates when identifying risks may help 



with the more conceptually and procedurally challenging aspects of methods.  Consequently, there is 

a need to continue to apply EAST-BL and Net-HARMS within various safety-critical domains and 

report on the strengths and limitations in doing so as a basis to identify further refinements. 

Second, this study used a number of tasks from an existing task network (i.e., Salmon et al. 2018) to 

identify credible risks within the rail level crossing system.  The selected tasks and associated 

descriptions were, however, retained at a ‘high-level’, increasing the difficulty around the 

identification of risks.  For example, one of the included tasks ‘operate rail level crossing’ contains 

many specific low-level functions and behaviours that introduced a degree of variability among 

participant risks.  The operation of a metropolitan rail level crossing system includes various moving 

parts, ranging from the activation of warning lights, boom gate behaviour and automated signalling 

technologies embedded within the track circuit.  Whilst participants were instructed to only identify 

high-level risks to align with the high-level networks and tasks described, on occasion, the risk 

descriptions were considerably detailed due to the fact that a number of participants worked in rail 

safety and had expert knowledge of the related systems.  Should a highly detailed risk be reported, the 

agreed upon solution by the research team was to adopt a more conservative approach to the 

comparison of risks under the proviso that the underlying theme was the same.  For example, ‘a delay 

in the activation of warning lights’ (i.e., a T1 risk) was equivalent to ‘a delay in the activation of 

boom gates’ (i.e., the corresponding T2/expert risk) for the task ‘operate rail level crossing’.  In this 

example, the theme was ‘delayed activation’.  Another similar example is also given in section 2.8. 

What the above finding means by way of recommendation is that future studies using EAST-BL and 

Net-HARMS may benefit by developing a more detailed and granular task network and set of controls 

to support the identification of more specific and valid system risks.  This recommendation is made 

regardless of the safety-critical context or indeed the goal of the research.  In terms of EAST-BL and 

Net-HARMS, it may be the case that a ‘systems of systems’ or ‘network of network’ approach is 

viewed as the ultimate purpose of their application within a broader program of risk assessment 

research.  Bringing together the results from multiple systems analyses across the design, engineering 

and operation sectors of a system to form a meta-network of risks may prove beneficial when it comes 



to enhancing overall organisational safety and performance, especially when thinking about the 

implementation of risk controls and interventions.  Detailed task networks and well-defined tasks and 

controls are advised support the identification of risks in future studies with these methods. 

The third recommendation relates to the process of testing the reliability and validity of HFE and 

safety science methods.  A study with a larger sample size than the one used here would be better able 

to produce estimated values that more precisely reflect a true population parameter.  Larger sample 

sizes would increase statistical power to detect smaller differences in the reliability and validity 

measures between methods groups.  It is advised that a priori power calculations are performed in 

light of the results.  The authors are, however, unaware of another reliability and validity risk 

assessment study that has included the kind of participant numbers used in this study.  Recruiting 30 

HFE and safety science professionals, training them in the use of new methods, getting them to 

undertake a comprehensive analysis and having the groups return one month later required meticulous 

preparation and organisation.  Future reliability and validity studies could aim to be more ambitious, 

providing training around the use of more than one method to a single group of analysts (n= ≥30) at 

T1 and T2 in a related samples repeated measures design.  This would reduce the number of 

workshops required whilst increasing the sample size for more accurate reliability and validity 

measures.  Doing so would require a degree of planning to streamline training deliverables in a way 

that does not compromise learning or application. 

Fourth and finally, the concepts of reliability and validity should be investigated more often in HFE 

and safety science research.  It is our view that reliability and validity should be tested throughout the 

method development process (Goode et al., 2017; Waterson et al., 2015).  The lack of such testing 

during HFE and safety science method development is surprising given the importance of ensuring 

reliability and validity.  Despite calls to evaluate reliability and validity for over two decades (Annett, 

2002; Cornelissen et al., 2014; Goncalves Filho et al., 2019; Goode et al., 2017; Kanis, 2014; Stanton, 

2016; Stanton and Baber, 2005; Stanton and Stevenage, 1998; Stanton et al., 2014; Stanton and 

Young, 1999; Thoroman et al., 2020), little in the way of progress has been made to date.  Not much 

is known around why the concepts of reliability and validity are often overlooked, less so tested in 



practice; however, possible reasons include logistical implications such as recruiting and training a 

sufficient number of participants in the use of methods; performing a comprehensive risk analysis 

over repeated trials; the need for robust expert (concurrent validity) or gold standard (predictive 

validity) analyses; the collection of data which can be resource intensive and time consuming; and, 

the limited guidance on appropriate statistical techniques in which to determine the corresponding 

measures (Salmon et al., 2020b).  Accordingly, the two questions left to be answered are: (i) why is 

reliability and validity testing so important in HFE and safety science research?; and (ii) does the HFE 

and safety science discipline need to provide evidence to support that safety methods produce stable 

and accurate results prior to their use in practice? 

With regard to the first of those two questions, to elevate the HFE and safety science field to the 

scientific heights expected of it, reliability and validity testing should be incorporated into routine 

practice, especially during the development phases of new methods.  In the absence of reliability and 

validity testing, the scientific discipline leans more toward subjective analyst judgement in which to 

base decisions and develop safety interventions, rather than on an objective reality and understanding 

of risk.  Should the former scenario be prioritised, organisations may generate a long list of risks that 

are not necessarily credible or valid, expending valuable time, finances and resources addressing risks 

that may never happen in practice.  Whilst relying on personal expertise and acquired knowledge to 

identify potential risks may feel like the right course of action, having the confidence that that such 

predictions are likely to materialise in the absence of intervention is the reason why evidence-based 

safety methods are a critical part of scientific and organisational practice.  In other words, the best 

combination is when HFE expertise and subject matter knowledge are combined with a method that 

has been shown to work through robust experimentation (Stanton and Young, 2003).  An interesting 

line of inquiry for the current research would be to better understand the reasons underlying the 

variability of performance between the analysts.  Some of the analysts performed very well on the 

reliability and validity metrics whereas others did not.  Uncovering the reasons for the performance 

variability might help to improve the design of the training and raise the overall performance of the 



methods.  Indeed, the results of this study may have been different, and reliability and validity 

measures higher, had the participants all been rail experts with experience in this domain. 

In relation to the second question, risk assessment methods can indeed be used (and are used) prior to 

an assessment of their reliability and validity, and in doing so, they may well enhance the safety and 

performance of the systems and organisations to which they are applied.  Accordingly, there is a need 

for an ongoing discussion around the interplay between usability (i.e., how easy a method is to use), 

utility (i.e., how useful are the outcomes), and reliability and validity (Waterson et al., 2017).  These 

four concepts are closely related and influence cost-benefit decision-making in the planning, design 

and application of safety methods (Stanton and Young, 1999).  For example, this study found that 

STPA identified a higher frequency of risks compared to EAST-BL and Net-HARMS, primarily 

because the method contains fewer steps and can be applied quickly.  Whilst STPA identified a 

greater number of false alarms relative to the other two methods, its usability and/or utility may in fact 

be the most important criteria for its selection in practice.  This is especially the case when the 

identified risks are further assessed based on their probability and criticality as many large-scale 

adverse incidents have occurred due to low frequency high consequence risks (Dallat et al., 2018).  

The best-case scenario would therefore be a method that produces stable and accurate results but is 

also highly usable (e.g., conceptually intuitive, quick in application) and useful (e.g., leads to the 

identification of the most effective safety interventions).  Waterson et al (2017) notes, however, that 

attempts to satisfy all four concepts will mean that sacrifices to one or more are made, and that the 

appropriate method selection decision is ultimately dependent upon resource availability, time 

afforded, the specific problem, organisational constraints, and analyst competence and skill.  In sum, 

reliability and validity testing can help to further refine the methodological and procedural aspects of 

safety methods, which in turn, contributes to a sharpening of predictions and greater confidence in 

their use.  From there, usability and utility should be examined in consideration of the evidence 

around a method’s stability and accuracy.  Future work should explore the trade-off and feasibility 

around achieving balance among these various concepts. 

5.0 Conclusion 



The purpose of this study was to examine the reliability and validity of STPA, EAST-BL and Net-

HARMS by drawing on the expertise of 30 HFE and safety science professionals using a test-retest 

study design.  The rationale was to provide an evidence-base to support the continued use of systems-

based risk assessment methods, especially given that EAST-BL and Net-HARMS are relatively new 

approaches that require further formal testing and application in various safety-critical domains.  The 

results of the reliability and validity analyses indicate that the three methods achieved weak to 

moderate positive correlation coefficients and that they appear to support analysts with the 

identification of stable and accurate system risks, albeit up to a point.  There was also no significant 

difference in the reliability or validity performance between STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS in 

terms of HR, FAR or MCC using the SDT paradigm.  Analyses on the individual phases of the 

methods indicated that the EAST-BL task-information phase, and the Net-HARMS task risk phase, 

produced higher levels of accuracy relative to the social-information and emergent risk phases, 

respectively.  Further training around the use of the methods is therefore advocated along with a 

continuing need to test the reliability and validity of risk assessment and safety science methods.  

Future research should also explore the differences between the analysts to find out why some 

performed better than others.  Identifying the underlying reasons may offer clues to improving the 

reliability and validity of HFE and safety science methods more widely. 
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Figure 1: The SDT taxonomy. 

Figure 1 alt text: A two by two grid or matrix with four quadrants containing hits, false alarms, miss, 

and correct rejections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Self-reported level of expertise across five dimensions for the STPA (panel A), EAST-BL 

(panel B), Net-HARMS (panel C) and combined methods groups (panel D).  Participants (n=30) 

completed both T1 and T2 phases of the study. 

Figure 2 alt text: A four panel histogram figure.  Panel A is positioned at the top left, panel B the top 

right, panel C bottom left, and panel D bottom right.  Contained within panel A are five dimensions 

covering the self-reported level expertise of the STPA participant group.  Contained within panel B 

are five dimensions covering the self-reported level expertise of the EAST-BL participant group.  

Contained within panel C are five dimensions covering the self-reported level expertise of the Net-

HARMS participant group.  Contained within panel D are five dimensions covering the self-reported 

level expertise of the three groups overall when the data were aggregated. 

  



 

 

Figure 3: A comparison of HR (panel A) and FAR (panel B) between STPA, EAST-BL and Net-

HARMS.  Dots denote inner and outlier data points.  The mean and median HR and FAR is indicated 

by a cross and horizontal line, respectively. 

Figure 3 alt text: A two panel box plot figure.  The scale of units along the y-axis starts at zero and 

ends at one.  In panel A on the left, hit rate, and panel B on the right, false alarm rate, there are three 

box plots corresponding to STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Figure 4: A comparison of HR between the EAST-BL task-information and social-information phase 

(panel A), and the Net-HARMS task risk identification and emergent risk identification phase (panel 

B).  Beneath is a comparison of FAR for both phases of EAST-BL (panel C) and Net-HARMS (panel 

D).  Dots denote inner and outlier data points.  The mean and median HR and FAR is indicated by a 

cross and horizontal line, respectively. 

Figure 4 alt text: A four panel box plot figure.  The scale of units along the y-axis starts at zero and 

ends at one.  Panel A is positioned at the top left, panel B the top right, panel C bottom left, and panel 

D bottom right.  Contained within panel A is the EAST-BL task information and social information 

hit rate box plots.  Contained within panel B is the Net-HARMS task risk and emergent risk hit rate 

box plots.  Contained within panel C is the EAST-BL task information and social information false 

alarm rate box plots.  Contained within panel D is the Net-HARMS task risk and emergent risk false 

alarm rate box plots. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: A comparison of MCC between STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS.  Dots denote inner and 

outlier data points.  The mean and median MCC is indicated by a cross and horizontal line, 

respectively. 

Figure 5 alt text: A single panel box plot figure.  The scale of units along the y-axis starts at minus 

one, the middle point is zero and ends at positive one.  There are three box plots corresponding to the 

MCC results for STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS. 

 

  



 

 

Figure 6: A comparison of HR at T1 (panel A) and T2 (panel B) between STPA, EAST-BL and Net-

HARMS.  Beneath is a comparison of FAR at T1 (panel C) and T2 (panel D) between the three 

methods.  Dots denote inner and outlier data points.  The mean and median HR and FAR is indicated 

by a cross and horizontal line, respectively. 

Figure 6 alt text: A four panel box plot figure.  The scale of units along the y-axis starts at zero and 

ends at one.  Panel A is positioned at the top left, panel B the top right, panel C bottom left, and panel 

D bottom right.  Contained within panel A, time one, and B, time two, is the STPA, EAST-BL and 

Net-HARMS hit rate.  Contained within panel C, time one, and D, time two, is the STPA, EAST-BL 

and Net-HARMS false alarm rate. 

  



 

 

Figure 7: A comparison of HR at T1 (panel A) and T2 (panel B) between the EAST-BL task-

information and social-information phase.  Beneath is a comparison of FAR at T1 (panel C) and T2 

(panel D) between both phases of EAST-BL.  Dots denote inner and outlier data points.  The mean 

and median HR and FAR is indicated by a cross and horizontal line, respectively. 

Figure 7 alt text: A four panel box plot figure.  The scale of units along the y-axis starts at zero and 

ends at one.  Panel A is positioned at the top left, panel B the top right, panel C bottom left, and panel 

D bottom right.  Contained within panel A, time one, is the EAST-BL task information and social 

information hit rate box plots.  Contained within panel B, time two, is the EAST-BL task information 

and social information hit rate box plots.  Contained within panel C, time one, is the EAST-BL task 

information and social information false alarm rate box plots.  Contained within panel D, time two, is 

the EAST-BL task information and social information false alarm rate box plots. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: A comparison of HR at T1 (panel A) and T2 (panel B) between the Net-HARMS task risk 

identification and emergent risk identification phase.  Beneath is a comparison of FAR at T1 (panel C) 

and T2 (panel D) between both phases of Net-HARMS.  Dots denote inner and outlier data points.  

The mean and median HR and FAR is indicated by a cross and horizontal line, respectively. 

Figure 8 alt text: A four panel box plot figure.  The scale of units along the y-axis starts at zero and 

ends at one.  Panel A is positioned at the top left, panel B the top right, panel C bottom left, and panel 

D bottom right.  Contained within panel A, time one, is the Net-HARMS task risk and emergent risk 

hit rate box plots.  Contained within panel B, time two, is the Net-HARMS task risk and emergent risk 

hit rate box plots.  Contained within panel A, time one, is the Net-HARMS task risk and emergent risk 

false alarm rate box plots.  Contained within panel B, time two, is the Net-HARMS task risk and 

emergent risk false alarm rate box plots. 

  



 

 

Figure 9: A comparison of MCC at T1 (panel A) and T2 (panel B) between STPA, EAST-BL and 

Net-HARMS.  Dots denote inner and outlier data points.  The mean and median MCC is indicated by 

a cross and horizontal line, respectively. 

Figure 9 alt text: A two panel box plot figure.  The scale of units along the y-axis starts at minus one, 

the middle point is zero and ends at positive one.  There are three box plots corresponding to the MCC 

results for STPA, EAST-BL and Net-HARMS at time one, panel A, and time two, panel B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


